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Abstract 
Yokouchi, H., F-semantics for type assignment systems, Theoretical Computer Science 129 (1994) 
39977. 
This paper develops F-semantics for various type systems that assign types to untyped d-terms. 
Curry’s system is complete for F-semantics, but a polymorphic type assignment system is not so. We 
introduce two additional rules (FI) and (FE), and show that a polymorphic type assignment system 
becomes complete for F-semantics if we add these two rules. Furthermore, we apply the same 
method to a polymorphic type assignment system without the b-equality rule and obtain a similar 
completeness result. We also show that an intersection type assignment system is complete for 
F-models if we add two rules defined on the basis of (FI) and (FE). 
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0. Introduction 
Strong typing plays an important role in some modern programming languages. 
Curry’s theory of functionality provides the most basic framework of type systems for 
such strongly typed languages. In Curry’s system, types are assigned to untyped 
I-terms. Since Curry’s system appeared, a number of type assignment systems have 
been proposed. This paper deals with the semantics of such systems. 
Hindley [13,14] showed that Curry’s system with the P-equality rule is complete for 
three kinds of semantics: simple semantics, F-semantics, and quotient-set (PER) 
semantics. Independently, Barendregt et al. [4] proved the completeness theorem for 
simple semantics by using a different method called filter models. Coppo [S] provided 
another proof of the completeness theorem. 
Curry’s system is here extended to a polymorphic type assignment system (PTS). 
A PTS uses additional type expressions such as Vt.t -+t with a universal quantifier 
over types. We can define three kinds of semantics for a PTS, as for Curry’s system, 
but the situation is more complicated. The semantics of a PTS has been investigated 
by Mitchell [19]. He showed that a PTS is complete for another semantics, sometimes 
called inference models, which is obtained by relaxing the conditions for simple 
semantics and F-semantics. For simple semantics, a PTS is not complete. He intro- 
duced an additional rule called (Simple) that makes a PTS complete for simple 
semantics. He also proved the completeness theorem for a PTS with the quotient- 
set semantics. However, a completeness theorem for a PTS with F-semantics re- 
mained unsolved. 
In this paper we focus on completeness for F-semantics. The difference between 
simple semantics and F-semantics is due to the difference in the interpretation of 
function types. Both kinds of semantics use a J-model JZ = (X, . ,[-I (_,) for interpret- 
ing untyped A-terms. A type G is interpreted as a subset [~a c X. In simple semantics, 
a function type O+Z is interpreted as 
In F-semantics, on the other hand, 
where F c X is defined by 
F = { [~x.zx~~ 14 is an environment}. 
Each element of X represents a function, but a function on X representable in the 
I-model ~2’ has many representations in X, of which F is a canonical representative. 
Each function representable in &? has a unique canonical representative in F. 
F-semantics takes into account that each element of a function type is a canonical 
representative of a function. 
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We show that a PTS is not complete for F-semantics, and introduce the following 
two rules to investigate F-semantics: 
(FI) if FkM:o,Ft-M:p, +p2, and x is not free in M, then r t- j-x. Mx : a; 
(FE) if ~kI.x.Mx:a, TEM:p,+p,, and x is not free in M, then TkM:a. 
We prove that a PTS with these rules is complete for F-semantics. 
All the systems above have the P-equality rule (Eqs) that makes all fi-convertible 
i-terms possess exactly the same types. To define the semantics of systems without 
(Eq,), we can no longer use L-models. Plotkin [20,21], extending a L-model, intro- 
duced a model of fi-reduction. This is a partially ordered set with a structure similar to 
a A-model, and P-reduction is interpreted as partial ordering. Plotkin defined a seman- 
tics for Curry’s system and a PTS without (EqB) on the basis of models of /&reduction, 
and proved that both systems are complete for that semantics. A similar idea to the 
semantics based on models of p-reduction also appears in [ 171, where mainly filter 
models are discussed. We can also define two kinds of semantics, corresponding to 
simple semantics and F-semantics for systems with (EqO). A PTS without (Eqp) is 
complete for simple semantics if (Simple) is added. In this paper we show that the 
completeness theorem for a PTS with F-semantics is extended to the case of systems 
without (Eqp). In this case, a PTS without (Eq,) is complete for F-semantics if (FE) is 
added. 
Another extension of Curry’s system is an intersectionmtype assignment system 
[7,9]. See also survey paper of Cardone and Coppo [6] and the bibliography therein. 
This system uses an additional type expression 0 A r, interpreted as the intersection 
set [CJ~ n [T]. The F-semantics for the intersection type assignment system has been 
investigated by Dezani-Ciancaglini and Margaria [lo], who showed a completeness 
result by using filter models. In this paper, we investigate F-semantics by using 
a different method. We show that an intersection type assignment system with w-type 
is complete for F-semantics if we add the following two rules obtained by extending 
(FZ) and (FE), respectively: 
(SF0 if Tt-Lx 1 . ..x..M:o, Tl-M:p,+p2, x is not free in M, and none of 
x1 ,..., x, occurs in r, then T/-ix, . . . x,x.Mx:o; 5 
(SFE) if rt-~~x, . . . x,x.Mx:o,TkM:p,-+p,, x is not free in M, and none of 
Xl, ...> x, occurs in r, then TkAx, . ..x..M:o. 
Coppo [9] proposed yet another semantics called continuous semantics, which is 
defined on the basis of continuous i-models. In this semantics, the fixed-point 
combinator Y has a type. He introduced some additional rules and showed that 
Curry’s system with these rules is complete for continuous semantics. Dezani- 
Ciancaglini and Margaria [l l] extended this semantics to the case of a PTS, and 
proved the completeness theorem for simple continuous semantics. We believe that 
our method can be used for investigating the completeness of a PTS for continuous 
F-semantics, as Dezani-Ciancaglini kindly pointed out. 
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In this paper, we treat only extensions of Curry’s system for assigning types to 
/l-terms. These systems are sometimes called implicitly typed i-calculus systems. 
There is another kind of typed E,-calculus, called explicitly typed A-calculus, in which 
each bound variable explicitly has a type in a i-term. In particular, a PTS was 
originally defined in the form of an explicitly typed A-calculus system [12,22], which is 
called system F or polymorphic i-calculus. We should note the difference between 
models of implicitly typed A-calculus and those of explicitly typed %-calculus. In 
implicitly typed A-calculus, I-terms are interpreted in a i-model and types are 
interpreted as subsets of the underlying set of the jti-model. In explicitly typed 
A-calculus, on the other hand, we need more complex structures for interpreting 
A-terms. Many results have been published for models of polymorphic J.-calculus, e.g. 
[23,16,5-J. See also Asperti and Longo’s book [l] and the bibliography therein. As far 
as the author knows, only one paper [ 1 S] has been published on the relation between 
models of these two kinds of typed i-calculus. It is left unsolved how the results in this 
paper are related to the model theory of explicitly typed ;l-calculus. 
In Section 1 we provide basic definitions of a PTS and its semantics. In Section 2 we 
introduce two additional rules so that a PTS is complete for F-semantics, and show 
the basic properties of the extended PTS. In Sections 3 and 4 we prove the complete- 
ness theorem for PTS. In Section 5 we translate the completeness theorem for a PTS 
into the theorem for a PTS without (EqB). Finally, in Section 6, we discuss the 
F-semantics of intersection type assignment systems and prove the completeness 
theorem for them. In the appendix, we comment on the definition of semantics for 
a PTS. 
1. Preliminaries 
In this section we provide basic definitions on polymorphic type assignment 
systems and their semantics. We deal with the system for second-order types only, but 
the entire discussion in this paper can be modified for higher-order types without 
difficulty. 
We define A-terms in the standard way. We use L, M, N, . . . for /I-terms, and 
X,Y,Z, ... for variables. When two i-terms M and N are the same except for bound 
variables, we identify M and N syntactically as usual, and write MEN. For each 
J.-term M, FV(M) is the set of all free variables in M. We define substitution for free 
variables in the standard way, and write M [x,, . . . x, := N1, . . . , N,] for the l-term 
obtained from M by substituting N i, . . . , N, for xi, . . . ,x, simultaneously. We also 
define fi-conversion =p, p-reduction +p, l-step P-reduction +8, q-reduction ++,,, 
l-step y-reduction +4, and bv-reduction -Ham in the standard way. 
Definition 1.1. Given an infinite set of type variables, we define second-order types as 
follows. 
(1) Every type variable is a second-order type. 
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(2) If ~7 and T are second-order types, then tr-+r is a second-order type. 
(3) If o is a second-order type and t is a type variable, then V’t.a is a second-order 
type. 
We use p, IS, r, . . for types, and s, t, u, . . . for type variables. When two second-order 
types o and r are the same except for bound type variables, we identify them 
syntactically and write r~=r. For each type O, FTV(o) is the set of all type variables 
that occur free in CJ. When we substitute zi, . . . , z, for type variables tr, . , t, in C, we 
write o[t,, . . . tn:=tl, . . T,]. 
We do not treat constants for A-terms or types, but all the results to be presented in 
this paper hold in the general case where constants are allowed. 
Definition 1.2. We define the second-order type assignment system TV by the follow- 
ing rules. 
Par) X*:cTl,...,X,:cT, ä Xi:~i, 
where x1, . . . , x, are distinct variables, and 1 d id n. 
(+I) 
r,x:akM:s 
rF2x.M:o-u 
(-El 
rkM:o+s rt-N:C7 
1-kMN:z 
W’I) 
TkM:a 
rl-M:Vt.o 
provided t is not free in r. 
(YE) 
rl-M:Vt., 
rkM:o[t:=p] 
Moreover, TVs is defined by adding the following rule to TV: 
(W 
J-FM:o 
r~ N. ~ provided M =p N. 
We will define several type assignment systems TX in addition to TV and q,j. In 
general, when l-EM :CJ is derived in TX, we write r kX M: CT. A finite sequence 
(x 1:ci,..., x,: a,) is called a context, where xi, . . . ,x, are distinct variables and 
01, ... , CT,, are types. Whenever r is written, it means a context. We sometimes regard 
r as a set, and Sub(T) is defined as the set of all variables occurring in r. 
The type assignment systems adopted in [19] allows additional equations on 
L-terms for (Eqa) and typing statements as nonlogical axioms, while we treat only the 
pure systems as defined above. The author does not know whether the results in this 
paper could be extended into the general situation. 
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The following lemma is well-known, and therefore the proof is omitted. See, for 
example, [4]. 
Lemma 1.3. (i) (Subject reduction). Zf r kil M : CT and M -Hi N, then r Eii N : 0. 
(ii) IfrFvbM: CT, then there exists N suck that r FV N: o and M -“p N. 
There are several definitions of semantics of Il-calculus, which are equivalent to one 
another. See [3]. We adopt syntactical (environment) models, because these are 
convenient for introducing models of /?-reduction to be explained in Section 5. 
Definition 1.4. A A-model is a triple _&’ = (X, . , [-J (_,), where X is a nonempty set, . is 
a binary function on X, [-I(-, is a mapping that assigns an element [Mlj,sX to 
a A-term M and a function 4, called environment, from the set of all variables to X, and 
the following conditions are satisfied: 
(1) 1xn+=&% 
(2) I[MNI]~=1Mli,#‘%, 
(3) [~LLM~+. a= [MntiCx:=a), 
where 4(x:-a) is the environment defined by ~$(x:=a)(x)=a and +(x:=a)(y)=$(y) if 
Y$X, 
(4) if $(x)=$(x) for every XEFV(M), then [M&=[M&, 
(5) if [Mj,,,=,,=[NI],,,=,,, for every UEX, then [ix.M]4=[Ax.N]4. 
We sometimes write Af[IMj+ to clarify that [-I+ is of A. 
In some works, the definiton of %-models contains one more condition: 
(6) ~~x.Mn~=[r;ly.M[~:=y]n~, where Y#FV(M). 
See [15, Definition 11.31. In this paper, however, any A-terms are identified syntacti- 
cally, whenever they are the same except for bound variables. See [Z]. We consider 
that Ax. M and %y. M [x:= y] are identified syntactically, and therefore we omitted 
condition (6). 
Definition 1.5. A type structure is a pair S=(P, [-nC-,), where P is a nonempty set, 
[-I(_, is a mapping that assigns [gjEEP to a type c and a function E, called a type 
environment, from the set of type variables to P, and the following conditions are 
satisfied: 
(1) [tnE=&(t), (2) if e(t)=&‘(t) for every &FTV(a), then l[cnE=[OnEP, 
(3) [16Ct:=2inE=(lan,(,:=p), where p = [lznB and E(t:=p) is the type environment 
defined by e(t:=p)(t)=p and E(t:=p)(s)=.z(s) if s$t. 
Note that [Vt.rrnE=[Vs.a[t:=s]nE (s$FTV(a)) by the assumption that all CI- 
convertible types are identified syntactically. 
The most typical example of type structure is 9& = (P, F-1 (_,) defined as follows: 
(1) P = { [a] 1 CT is a type}, where [a] is the equivalence class of CJ with respect to the 
syntactic equality =, 
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(2) [~j~=[~[t~ ,..., t,:=pl ,..., p.]], where {tl ,..., t,}=FTV(o) and E(ti)=[pi] 
(1 didn). 
Definition 1.6. A model (of second-order type assignments) is a triple (A, 9, L3), where 
.,4? = (X, ,[-I (_,) is a L-model, Y = (P, [PjC_,) is a type structure, and 9 is a function, 
called a type interpretation over J2 and r, from P to the set of subsets of X such that 
the following conditions are satisfied: 
(1) ~~~t.~IIE=n{~~~lj,(,:=,)Ip~P}, 
(2) ~~~4E~F~~[[ZnEC~~[lo~~nEC~~[TanE~s~~~nE. 
(We prefer to write CS[cjE rather than LS( [gjjE).) Here, for A, B E X, we define 
A ~sB=rc~XIVa~A.(c.a~B)j, 
A +FB=(A +sB)nF, 
where 
F = { [Lx .2x]@ 1 C#J is an environment}. 
Note that 
A ~,B=(i[~x.Mn~Iva~A.IIMn~(x:=a~EB}. 
A model (J&J, Y-, 63) is said to be simple or an F-model when 
~b4=ad,+wn, 
or 
respectively. We say that (A, r-, 9) satisfies rE M : CJ when [Ml+663 [Iona for all 
4 and E such that &x)Eg[pjE for every x:p in r. 
The above definition of models is essentially the same as that proposed by Mitchell 
[19]. At first glance it might look more complicated than necessary. In Appendix, we 
explain why the present definition is suitable for the models. Moreover, we will show 
that there is another simpler definition for simple models and F-models. 
A J-model J?’ =(X,. , [-](-,) has the structure where a class X +AX of functions, 
from X to X, represented by elements of X is embedded into X. More precisely, for 
each aEX we define functionf, from X to X by 
fa(x)=a.x, 
and define 
X +AX={f,IaEX}. 
Then the following two are easily verified: 
l for every aEX there exists beF such that fa=fb: 
l if a,bEF and fn=fb, then a=b. 
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Therefore, X -+A X is embedded into F. The set F does not generally coincide with X. 
We should regard only an element of F as a canonical representation of a function in 
X +I X. This observation shows that it is natural to restrict .C3 [o+zjE to a subset of F. 
This is why we consider F-semantics. 
Definition 1.7. In general, a type assignment system TX is said to be complete for 
models, simple models, or F-models when r I- M : cr is derived in TX iff it is satisfied by 
every model, simple model, or F-model, respectively. 
Mitchell [ 191 proved that TVs is complete for all models. For simple models, Tvp is 
not complete. He introduced the following rule (Simple) that makes TV8 complete for 
simple models: 
(Simple) 
rti.x.Mx:o+z 
rt-M:cJ--+T 
On the other hand, for F-semantics, whether TVs is complete has remained an open 
question. This paper focuses on F-semantics. 
2. The system complete for F-semantics 
In this section we introduce the type assignment system Tvlrr, which we will prove to 
be complete for F-models later, and we also show some basic properties of Tvpf. 
Suppose that M has a function type cr+r. Then the condition of F-models claims 
that 
where x$FV(M). Therefore, M and Ax. Mx must have exactly the same types in any 
system complete for F-models. Formalizing this idea, we define Tvbf as follows. 
Definition 2.1. We define TYfas the system obtained from TV by adding the following 
two rules: 
(FI) 
l-l-M:0 rl-M:p,+p, 
rEAx.Mx:a 
provided x#FV(M). 
(FE) 
TE%x.Mx:a rt-M:p,--+p, 
TEM:a 
provided x$FV(M). 
Moreover we define T~pf by adding (Eqp) to Typ 
Lemma 2.2 (Soundness). Zf r kvbf TM : 6, then every F-model satisfies I+ M : D. 
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Proof. The proof is straightforward by induction on the derivation of 
r t_VfifM : 0. 0 
Lemma 2.3. T,b is not complete for F-models. 
Proof. It is enough to show that there exists rE M: CT not derived in Tvg but 
satisfied by every F-model. For example, every F-model satisfies x : Vt. t t- Az.xz : Vt. t, 
which follows from Lemma 2.2 and the fact x : V t. t t-vbflz.xz : Vt. t. Suppose 
that x:Vt.tkiz.xz:Vt.t is derived in Tvg. Then, by Lemma 1.3(ii), there is a 
derivation of x : V t. t k Az.xz : Vt . t in TV. Let D be the shortest derivation of this typing 
in TV. The inference rule applied at the last step of the derivation D is either (VI) 
or (VE). 
Case 1: (VI). The last step of the derivation D is 
. . . . . . . . 
x:vt.tt-Az.xz:t 
(VI) 
x:vt.t~~~z.xz:v~.t 
Moreover, only (V E) can produce x : V t. t t- 1,x. xz : t, and consequently the derivation 
D is 
. . . . . . . . 
x:vt.t!--l,‘,z.xz:Vs.s 
x:vt.tt-Az.xz:t 
x:vt.t k 2z.xz:v’t.t 
However, this contradicts the choice of D, the shortest derivation of 
x:V’t.t ä ,Az.xz:V~.t in TV. Note that Vs.s and Vt.t are syntactically equivalent. 
Case 2: (VE). The last step of the derivation D is 
. . . . . . . 
x:Vt.tF~z.xz:vs.s 
V’E) 
x:vt.t~iz.xz:vt.t 
This contradicts the choice of D. 
Consequently, x : V t. t F AZ. xz : V t. t cannot be derived in Tvb, and thus TV,{ is not 
complete for F-models. q 
In the rest of this section we show some basic properties of Tvl~f and Tvf such as 
subject reduction and thinning lemmas. These lemmas are known for TVs and TV (see, 
e.g. C31). 
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Lemma 2.4. (i) (Substitution). Zf Z, x: CT k-_tlf M: z and I- FvfN: o, then 
l- kvfM [x:= N] : z. 
(ii) (Thinning). Zf Z, x: p FvfM: r~ and x$FV(M), then I- FvfM: CT. 
(iii) (Free variables). Zf Z tvfM : 0, then FV(M) E Sub(Z). 
Proof. The proof is straightforward by induction on derivation in TV,. 0 
The following is a standard definition which was used in the proof of the 
Church-Rosser theorem by Tait and Martin-Lof. See, for example, [Z]. 
Definition 2.5. We define binary relation +I on A-terms as follows: 
(1) if Ml +lN1 and M2 +,Nz, then (Ax.Ml)M2 -+lN1 [x:=N,], 
(2) if Ml -+I N1 and M2 +l N2, then Ml M2 -+1 N1 N2, 
(3) if M +lN, then Ax.M +,%x.N, 
(4) M +1 M. 
The following lemma is the basic property of +[. 
Lemma 2.6. Zf M +l M’ and N -+, N’, then M [x:= N] -+l M’[x:= N’] 
Proof. See [2, Lemma 3.2.41. 0 
Lemma 2.7 (Subject reduction). Zfr FvfM: o and M-H~ N, then r FvfN : CT. 
Proof. Since the transitive closure of -+I coincides with ++B, it is enough to show the 
lemma in the case M +I N. We use induction on the length of derivation of 
r FvfM : CT, i.e. the number of inferences used in the derivation. We distinguish cases 
according to the rule applied at the last step of the derivation. 
Case 1: (-+I) 
r,x:0, I-M,:az 
rFix.M,:a,+cT2 
Since M = ix. M 1 -P~ N, we have N = ix. N 1 and M 1 -+i N 1. By induction hypothesis, 
Z,x:o, kvfN,:a, and, therefore, Zkt/fA~.N1:a,+a2. 
Case 2: (+E) 
rt-M~:al+a rk Mz:ol 
l-t M,M2:a 
Case 2.1: M=M1 M2 +1 N, N,-N, where Ml +, N1 and M2 -+,N2. It is clear 
from induction hypothesis. 
Case 2.2: M-(Ax.M~)M~+~N~[x:=N~]=N, where Ml-Ax.M3, M3+LN3. 
and M2 -+[ N2. There are three cases according to the last applied rule other than (VI) 
or (VE) in the derivation of Z k~f3~x. M3 : o1 -+(T. 
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By induction hypothesis, r, x : z1 t-vf N3. . t and r ‘r-,,fNz : ol. The derivation path 
from rk3.x.MJ:r1+r to r~ix.M,:a,+o, only (VI) and (VE) are used. Therefore, 
pi +CJ is obtained from TV -+r by substituting some types CY~, , ~1, for type variables 
tr,..., n t that are not free in r. In general, if A kYfL : p, then AS +vfL: pS for any 
substitution S for type variables. Thus, we have 
r,x:tl[tl)...) tn:=C(l )...) cc,] t-!#f M3:T[tl)...) tn:=CI1 )...) cc”], 
so that r, x: cl kvfA4,: 0. Hence, by Lemma 2.4(i), rkvfN, [x:= N,] : cr. 
Case 2.2.2: M3= M4x, x$FV(M,), and 
rkM,:T rkMb:Fl+P2 
l-k--lx.M4x:z 
: by (VI) or (VE) 
rk%x.M,x:o,+a l-FMz:cJ, 
l-t-(Ax.M4x)M2:o 
We construct the following derivation: 
TkM,:t 
: by (VI) or (VE) 
r~Mq:~~-w rt-Mz:ol 
rl-M4M2:o 
This derivation is strictly shorter than the original one, so that we can apply the 
induction hypothesis. Since Max E M3 +I N3 and M2 +[N,, by Lemma 2.6 we have 
M4M2 -+1 N3 [x:= N2] EN. Therefore, by induction hypothesis, Tl-vfN: c. 
Case 2.2.3: y#FV(Ax.M3) and 
rt-ky.(;lx.M,)y:T n-Ax.M3:p1+p2 
rtix.Mj:r 
: by(V 
r~JlX.M~:cT~+f3 rkMz:ol 
rE(ix.M3)M2:cr 
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We construct the following derivation: 
TEAy.(Ax.Mg)y:r 
: by (VI) or (VE) 
rl-Ay.(/lx.Mj)y:al-w rFM*:Ol 
rF(/Zy.(l*x.M3)y)M*:o 
This derivation is strictly shorter than the original one, and 
(ly.(Ax.M3)y)M2 +I N3 [x:=NJ = N. 
Therefore, by induction hypothesis, we have r EvfN : O. 
Case 3: (FI). x$FV(M,) and 
Case 3.1: MzAx.M,x +,Ax.N,x=N, where Ml +lN1. This is clear from induc- 
tion hypothesis. 
Case 3.2: M-~x.(%~.M,)x+~~.x.N~=N, where M,=Ay.M2 and M2[y:=~]+l 
N2. Since Ml -FIN, by induction hypothesis we have Tl-Y~N: CJ. 
The other rules are clear. 0 
In the above proof +I plays an essential role. The importance of +1 has been 
pointed out by Takahashi [24]. 
Lemma 2.8. Zfr Fvlrf M: CT, then there exists N such that M ---@ N and r kvfN : n. 
Proof. We use induction on the derivation of r kvp,-M: c. We treat only the case 
where the rule applied at the last step of the derivation is (FE). The other cases are 
similar. Suppose r l-YPf/lx. Mx : CJ, r l--vgf M: p1 +pz, and x$FV(M). Then, by induc- 
tion hypothesis, there exist Ni and N2 such that Ax.Mx+~ N1, M+, NZ, 
r kvfN,:o, and r EvfNz:~1+~2. 
Case 1: ix. Mx -Hi ix. N3x = N1, where M ++B N3. By the ChurchhRosser theorem, 
there exists N such that N3 -Hi N and Nz -Hi N. By Lemma 2.7, r EvfAx. Nx : CT and 
r EvjN : p1 +p2, so that r t-vfN : CJ and M +B N. 
Case 2: ~x.Mx++p;1x.(3.y.N4)~-+p~~.N4[y:=~]~~y.Nq-++~N1, where M+, 
Ay.N4. It is clear since M +p N1. 0 
Lemma 2.9 (Thinning). 1fr, x : p Fvbj M : CT and x$FV(M), then r kvDfM : 0. 
Proof. Assume the condition of the lemma. Then, by Lemma 2.8, there exists N such 
that r,x:ptvfN:g and M+,N. By Lemma 2.4(ii), rt-vfN :u, and therefore 
r kvgfM: CT. 0 
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Lemma 2.10 (Subject reduction for fir). (i) 1f r FvfM: cr and M ++BV N, then 
r kVfN: CT. 
(ii) Zf r kybfM: o and M-H~,, N, then r E~pfrfN : CJ. 
Proof. (i) By Lemma 2.7 it is enough to show the lemma in the case M -+‘I N. We use 
induction on the derivation of r FbfM : 0. We treat only the essential case where the 
rule applied at the last step of the derivation is (+I). Suppose M = Ilx. Ml, CT E o1 +02, 
and T,x:a, k,fM, :cr2. 
Case 1: M-j.x.M1 +,jtix.NlrN, where M, +,,Nl. By induction hypothesis, 
r,~:ai+~~N,:a~, and therefore rEvJN:o. 
Case 2: M 3 ix. Nx -+q N, where M i = Nx and x#FV(N). In general, if 
A kV~L[y:=L1L2]:z and ~EFV(L), then A kVfL1 :pl+pz for some p1 and p2. This 
is easily proved by induction on the derivation. Therefore, we have T,x:o, 
tVfN:p,+p2. By Lemma 2.4(ii), r FvfN:p,+p,. Finally, using (FE), we have 
r lyfN:o. 
(ii) Suppose r ktlpfM : o and M ++p,, N. Then, by Lemma 2.8, there exists M’ such 
that r l-VfM’: CJ and M ++@ M’. It is well-known that, if L +p L1 and L +,, L2, then 
L1-+fl L’ and L2 -wB L’ for some L’. See, for example, [2, Lemma 3.3.81. Therefore, 
there exists N’ such that M’ -wDV N’ and N -++p N’. By (i), r tvfN’: 0, so that 
rkvgfN:o. 0 
From Lemma 2.10 we see that (FE) can be replaced by the following simpler rule: 
(VI) 
r EIx.Mx:o 
rt-M:a 
provided x$FV(M). 
Namely, Tvf and TVs,- are equivalent to TV + (FI) + (y) and TV,] + (FZ) + (q), respect- 
ively, in the sense that r E M : CT is derived in TV/-( Tvpf) iff it is derived in TV + (FZ) + (q) 
(TVS + (FZ) + (yl)). Why did we adopt (FE) instead of (q)? To answer this question, we 
need to clarify three kinds of rules induced from a type assignment system. See [6, 
Definition 6.133. 
Definition 2.11. Let TX be a type assignment system and let (R) be an inference rule: 
where S i, . . . , S,, and T are typing statements in TX. We say that (R) is sound for 
a model (A, Y, 9) iff the following condition holds: if (AY, Y, 9) satisfies S1,. . . , S,, 
then it satisfies T. We say that (R) is derived in TX iff there is a deduction in TX of the 
conclusion T from the premises Si, . . . , S,. We say that (R) is admissible in TX iff the 
following condition holds: if all the premises S,, .,. , S, are derived in TX, then the 
conclusion T is derived in TX. 
Furthermore, we say that two type assignment systems TX and Ty are theorem- 
equivalent iff every typing statement derived in TX is also derived in Ty and vice versa. 
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Using these three kinds of rules, we examine the difference between (FE) 
and (q). Lemma 2.1O(ii) shows that (q) is admissible in Tvpf, and therefore, 
T,+(FI)+(q) is theorem-equivalent to Tvp~ It is easily verified that the rules of 
Tvbfincluding (FE) are all sound for every F-model. In contrast to (FE), the rule (y) is 
not sound for F-models, although it is admissible in Tvpp More precisely, in case 
a type constant is added, (y) is not generally sound for F-models, as we show below. 
We have proved that the soundness theorem (Lemma 2.2) for Tvbfholds and that (q) is 
admissible in Tvbf However, from these facts, it does not generally follow that (y) is 
sound. 
We show that (q) is not sound for F-models in the language where type constant 
to is added. We construct an F-model (A,Y,g) for which (y) is not sound. Define 
A=(X,.,[-I,-,) as the term model with respect to =p and define type structure 
F = (P, 1-j (_,) as follows: 
(1) P={AIAGX}, 
(2) [tnE=s(r)* 
(3) [~+rn,=[flnE+FllrnE~ 
(4) Uv’.alj,=n{i[alj,(,:=A)IAEP}, 
(5) Ur&=F. 
Define 6S as the identity mapping. Then (A, Y-,9) is an F-model, and it satisfies 
E Ax.zx: t,,, since [[;l~.zx]~~F=9[t,], for every environment 4. However, it does 
not satisfy k z : t,,, since [zj@,$g ItonE for the environment &, defined by &(z) = [z]~, 
where [zls is the equivalence class containing z with respect to =8. Therefore, (7) is 
not sound for this F-model under the extended language with type constant to. In the 
pure language without type constants, it is unclear whether (q) is sound for all 
F-models. 
3. The completeness theorem 
In this section we show that Tvbf is complete for F-models. In order to prove the 
completeness theorem, we have to construct an F-model (A&‘~, YO, go), an environ- 
ment &, and a type environment s0 such that A0 [MJ,,$gc [onso and 
&,(x)E~, [PIE, for every x: p in r, when r t- M : cr is not derived in Tvbp 
Recall the method used by Hindley [13] and Mitchell [19] for proving the 
completeness theorem for non-F-models. They used the term model with respect to 
fl-conversion for do, and defined &(x) = [xl. By this construction we cannot gener- 
ally obtain an F-model. Indeed, if r contains x: o-+5, then x must be interpreted as 
a function, i.e. [x]EF, in an F-model. Therefore, we need [Az.xz] = [xl, but this is not 
true in the term model. To overcome this problem, there are two possible methods: to 
modify the definition of $,,, and to construct an alternative AO. Hindley [13] chose 
the former method and defined &(x)= [Ax1 . . E.x,.xx, .., x,] when x:c~~+...+o,,+t 
is in r. For a system with a universal quantifier over types, however, this is impossible, 
since r may contain x : V t. t. Therefore, we chose the latter method. 
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The first naive attempt is to use the term model for j?y-conversion, because we want 
to identify [x] and [i_z.xz]. However, this is too naive, since r Evbfiz.Mz: D is not 
generally equivalent to r + v~f.M : 0. For example, x : t k iz.xz : t is not derived in 
T~pf We need to interpret a A-term as a function only when it has a function type. We 
define =Pf so that M =BfA~.M~ only for M with function type, and construct the 
term model with respect to =Irf. 
We find that another problem arises when we attempt to formalize the above idea. 
Recall Hindley’s method for proving the completeness theorem. He used an infinite 
basis 99 such that there are infinitely many variables x with x: a~%9 for every type 0. 
Using BJ’, he defined ~8~[a] = ( [Mlpf/ B’ t-M: c}. In our case, we may define 
=Bf based on 99 as follows: 
(1) if LBkvp~M:o -u and x$FV(M), then ix.Mx =Bs M, 
(2) (Ax. M)N =llf M [x:= N], 
(3) if M =srN, then 2x.M =8fi~.N, 
(4) . . 
Here we run into a problem. This relation =ps coincides with the firl-equality. Indeed, 
if X:(T+Z is contained in 98, then Ay.xy = Bsx, and therefore, according to rule (3), 
Axy.xy =Bf ~x.x. In our intended definition of =Bs and the term model with respect 
to =ps, each variable x that occurs in 65’ is regarded as a constant, and therefore the 
application of rule (3) for such a variable x should be inhibited. 
To represent this intuitive meaning of =ps exactly, we introduce constants and a set 
C of expressions c: 0 with constant c and type O, and extend the type assignment 
system so that each c : c in C is used as a nonlogical axiom. We make C play the same 
role as W in the proof of the completeness theorem. 
Definition 3.1. Let C be an infinite set of constants for 3.-terms. Let C be a set of 
expressions c : cr with constant CEC and type o such that the following conditions are 
satisfied: 
(1) if c1 : o and c2: c are in C, then c1 =cZ, 
(2) for each type o there are infinitely many constants CEC with c: OEZ. 
Definition 3.2. We extend the type assignment systems Tvb,- and Tvf so that A-terms 
are allowed to have constants in C. Moreover, we add the following type inference 
rule: 
(Cl l-t C:B, provided c:a~C. 
The resulting systems for Typf and Tvf are represented by Ttpf and Ttf, respectively. 
When r E M : o is derived in Ttp.r ( Ttf), we write r EGs, M : o (r ktr M : 0). 
The following lemma shows the connection between the original system Tvbfaand 
the extended system Ttpf. 
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Lemma 3.3. rktfM[xl ,..., x,:=cl ,..., c,]:o iff T,xl:pl ,..., x,:pnt-vflfM:o, 
where M is a l-term without constants, x1, . ,x, are distinct variables that do not occur 
in r, c 1, . . , c, are distinct constants in C, and cl : p 1, . . . , c, : pn~ C. 
For TV,, it is similar. 
Proof. The proof is straightforward by induction on derivation. 0 
From Lemma 3.3 it follows that Lemmas 2.4, 2.772.10 still hold for the extended 
systems T,fpf and T;f. 
Now we define =Ps, the A-model &Ye, and the type interpretation a,, over A@‘~, 
which will be used in the proof of the completeness theorem. 
Definition 3.4. We define equivalence relation =Bf on A-terms that may contain 
constants in C by the following rules: 
(1) if k-GbfM:a+z and x$FV(M), then Ax.Mx =ssM, 
(2) (Ax.M)N =BfM[~:=N], 
(3) if M =PI.N, then Ax.M =,,Ax.N, 
(4) if Ml =Bf N1 and M2 =ps N2, then Ml M2 =BI N1 NZ, 
(5) M =ps M, 
(6) if L =ps M and M =Pf N, then L =Bs N, 
(7) if M =8f N, then N =8J M. 
Definition 3.5. We define I-model A0 = (X, . , F-1 (_,) and type interpretation a0 over 
A,, and Y& as follows: 
(1) X= { [Mlprj M is a A-term that may contain constants in C>, where [Mlpf is 
the equivalence class of M with respect to =Bs. Whenever no confusion occurs, we 
omit subscript of [Mlsf. 
(2) [Ml. CNI = CMNI. 
(3) [Ml,= [M [xl, . . ,x,:= N1, . . . , N,]], where {x1, . . . ,x,} =FV(M) and 4(Xi)= 
[Nil (1 didn). 
The following lemma shows that clause (3) in the above definition of A0 is 
well-defined. 
Lemma 3.6. If M =Bf N, then L[x:= M] =8f L[x:= N] for every A-term L. 
Proof. Straightforward by induction on the structure of L. 0 
The following lemma is the essential property of =Bs, which will be proved in the 
next section. 
Lemma 3.7. If r ktbfM : o and M =pf N, then r Ftpf N : 0. 
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Note that, by Lemma 3.7, 
[M] •9~ [o] iff EtDfA4 : 0. 
This shows that clause (4) in the definition of ga, is a good definition. 
Now we show that (Jz’~,~&,,~~) is an F-model. 
Lemma 3.8. A0 is a A-model. 
Proof. Straightforward. q 
Lemma 3.9. gO satisfies the conditions for F-models: 
(4 gO [vt.gIE= n (~OUalj,(r:=[p~)I P is a type}, 
(ii) ~01~+511, = %IflllE --+~%ll~ll~. 
Proof. (i) It is enough to show that 
90[Vt.a]=n{9,[a[t:=p]]Ip is a type). 
Suppose that [M] is an element of the right-hand side set in this equation. Then, by 
the remark below Lemma 3.7, ktDfA4 : a[t := p] for every type p. Therefore, EtflJM : CT, 
so that t-~LjfM:Vtt.a. Consequently, [A4]~9~[Vt.a]. 
The converse is similar. 
(ii) It is enough to show that 
G8(J[a+r] = Bo[cJ] +FQcj[t]. 
First note that 
where x$FV(M). Suppose [L]E~@~[o+z]. Then, by the remark below Lemma 3.7, 
EtPfL: ~+t, so that t-tflfN: CT implies t$BfLN: T for any N. Therefore, 
[Ax.Lx]E~~[o] +F_%?O[r], where x$FV(L). Since Ax.Lx =asL, we have 
CL] EgO La] ‘F 90 CT]. 
Conversely, suppose [~~.M]E~~[o] +F5Bo[r]. We choose c: o in C such that 
c does not occur in M. Then, we have kiPf M [x:= c] : z since l-iD,.c : CJ. Let M’ be the 
A-term obtained from M by replacing all constants c1 . . . , c, in M by new variables 
x1, . . . . x, that do not occur in M. Then, by Lemma 3.3, xi :pi, . . ,x,:p,, 
x:okv~~M’:r, where ci:piEC (l~ibn). Therefore, x~:P~,...,x,,:P~~-~~~ 
2x.M’: C+T, so that, by Lemma 3.3, k&,.Ix.M: c-2. Consequently, 
[3,x. M]E~~[wz]. 0 
Note that (A%!~, Yterm, go) is a simple model as well as an F-model, which is proved 
in a way similar to Lemma 3.9(ii). 
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Finally, we prove the completeness theorem of Tvpffor F-models, in the following 
stronger form. 
Proof. The only-if part follows from Lemma 2.2 together with Lemmas 3.8 and 3.9. 
We show the if part. Suppose that (Ae, Y&,,, G@,,) satisfies l-E M: CT. Let 
T-(x,:p,,...,x,:p,).Wechoosec,:p,,...,c,:p,inC,wherec,,...,c,aredifferent 
from each other. Define environment & and type environment sO by &(xi)= [Ci] 
(1~ i < n) and so(t) = [t]. Then, &,(x~)E~~ [pile, for each xi : pi, and therefore, we have 
[M[x,, . . . ,x,:=cl, . . . ,~,ll=UMII~,~~o~ollEg=~oCal. 
By the remark following Lemma 3.7, 
t&M[x, ,..., x,:=cl ,..., c,]:~, 
and consequently, by Lemma 3.3, r FvoffM: o. 0 
4. Proof of the main lemma 
This section is devoted to proving Lemma 3.7 used in the last section. 
Definition 4.1. (i) We define binary relation -+f on A-terms as follows: 
(1) if k-&.M:~+r, x#FV(M), and M +,N, then Ax.Mx-+~N, 
(2) if Ml +f N1 and M2 jf N,, then Ml Mz +s N1 N1, 
(3) if M +fN, then 2x.M _tsAx.N, 
(4) M +s M. 
(ii) Define M cf N iff N -+s M. 
(iii) Define =f as the equivalence relation generated from +f. 
Lemma 4.2. Zf M =Pf N, then there is a sequence of A-terms MO,. . . , M,, such that 
M=Mo =sM, =PMz =/... =fM2n-1 =,M,,-N. 
Proof. We use induction on the definition of M =sf N. We treat only rule (1) in the 
definition of = Bs. The other rules are clear. Suppose that M = Ax. Nx and t-tflfN : o-e 
for some c and r, where x$FV(N). By Lemma 2.8 (with the remark below Lemma 3.3) 
there is L such that N -+Q L and ttfL: 0-2. By definition of =s, we have Ax.Lx =/L 
and therefore, M =p Ax. Lx =f L =B N. 0 
Lemma 4.3. If M _‘s M’ and N +f N’ then M [x:= N] --+/ M’[x:= N’]. 
Proof. We use induction on the definition of M -+f M’. 
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Case 1: M 3 M’. By induction on the structure of M, we can easily prove that 
M [x:= N] +s M [x:= N’] if N -+f N’. 
Case 2: MEA~.M~~-+~M’, where y$FV(M,), F;M1:a+z, and Ml -‘fM’. By 
induction hypothesis, Ml [x:= N] -So M’[x:= N’]. By Lemma 2.4(iii), x $FV(M,), and 
therefore, M [x:= N] G ly. Ml y _‘s M’- M’ [x:= N’]. 0 
The following lemma is obtained from an analogy with the similar lemmas de- 
scribed in [2; Corollary 15.1.6, Lemma 3.3.83 for fi and y-reductions. 
Lemma 4.4. (i) If L -‘f M --Q N, then L +[ M’ +f N for some M’. 
(ii) If L c/M -+ N, then L -+1 M’ tf N for some M’. 
(iii) If L =s M +Q N, then L +Q M’ =,. N for some M’. 
Proof. (i) We use induction on the structure of L. 
Case 1: L-L1L2~SM1M2~,N1N2-NN, where L1+SMl+lN1 and L2-+f 
M2 -+I Nz. Clear from induction hypothesis. 
Case2: L~(,ix.L1)L2~~(~x.M1)Mz+~N1[x:=N2]=N, where L1 +~MI --+~NI 
and L2 +,M, +1 NZ. By induction hypothesis there exist M< and M$ such that 
LI +I M; -‘sN, and L2 +,M; +sN,. Therefore, by Lemma 4.3, 
L+,M;[x:=M;] +,N. 
Case 3: L-(Ay.Lly)Lz +f(Ax.M1)M2 h1 N1 [x:= NJ = N, where y$FV(L,), 
$ L1 : fJ-+T, L1 _ts%x.M,, MI +,NI, and L, +fM2 +IN~. Since 
Lly +J(i~.Ml)y +I N1 [x:=y], by induction hypothesis there exists Ml such that 
Lly ‘I M; -+s N1 [x:=y]. Similarly, by induction hypothesis, there exists M; such 
that L2 +l Mi jf N,. By Lemma 4.3, L +I M; [y:= M;] +f N. 
Case 4: L-Ax.L,-+,-;lx.M, +,~~x.Nl=N, where L1 +fM1-+lN1. Clear from in- 
duction hypothesis. 
Case 5: L-~~x.L~x+~M+~N, where x$FV(L,), ttfL1:o+z, and L1 +,M. By 
induction hypothesis there exists M; such that L, +I M; +f N. By Lemma 2.7, 
I-’ 
Vf 
M;:~-+T. Therefore, L-rl/Zx.M;x -fsN. 
Case 6: L E x +s x -I x = N. Clear. 
(ii) We use induction on the structure of M. 
Case 1: L=L1L2+fM1M2+IN1N2=N, where L1 tfM, -+, N, and L2 tf 
M2 +1 N2. Clear from induction hypothesis. 
Case2: L~(Ax.L~)L~c~(Ax.M~)M~+~N~[x:=N~]=N,~~~~~L~~~M~ -+[N1 
and L2 tf M2 +I N2. Similar to case 2 in the proof of (i). 
Case 3: L~L1L2~s(/Zx.Mlx)M2~~N1[x:=N,]=N, where x$FV(M,), 
k’ Mlx:o+r, L1 cfM,, Mlx+,Nl, and L2 Vf tf Mz -+, N,. By induction hypothe- 
sis there exist M; and M; such that L,x +, M; tsN1 and L2 -+,M; tf N2. By 
Lemmas 2.6 and 4.3, L +I M; [x:= M;] tf N. 
Case 4: L=ix.L1 cfAx.M1 +,Ax.N,=N, where L1 cfMl -tlN1. Clear from 
induction hypothesis. 
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Case 5: Lts~x.Mlx~,~“x.Nlx~N, where x$FV(M,), l$M1:a-+r, and 
Lt,M, +lN,. By induction hypothesis there exists M; such that L +I M’, es N1. 
By Lemma 2.7, t-tjN1 : o+z. Therefore, L +I M; tS N. 
Case 6: Ltf;Ix.(Ay.M,)x-t,Ax.N,[y:=x]-N, where x$Fv@y.M~), 
t~fIly.M1:a-+~, Ltfiy.Ml, and Ml -+,Nl. Since Lt,Ay.M, +,N, by induction 
hypothesis there exists M’ such that L +, M’ eJ- N. 
Case 7: L~xtfx-+,x~N. Clear. 
(iii) Clear from (i) and (ii). 0 
Lemma 4.5. If r k<fM : CT and M =s N, then r FtfN : 0. 
Proof. We define binary relation _‘s~ by the same rules of -+f except that clause (1) is 
replaced by the following: 
(1’) if k,ffM: o+z and x$FV(M), then ix.Mx +fs M. 
Moreover, we define tfs and +-+fs as follows: M tfs N iff N -+ss M, and M wfs N iff 
M+f,N or M+,, N. Since =s coincides with the transitive closure of wSs, it is 
enough to show the lemma in the case M wss N. We use induction on the derivation 
of r IY;~M : CT. We distinguish cases according to the rule applied at the last step of the 
derivation. 
Case 1: (-+I). Suppose ME%x.M,, IJ-o~+o~, and T,x:a, k<fM1:aZ. 
Case 1.1: M~~x.M1tts,%x.N1~N, where M1~fsNl. By induction hypothesis, 
r, x : c1 E:fN1 : G, and therefore r t-tfN : u. 
Case 1.2: ME Ax. Nx +fs N, where M1=Nx, k&N:p1+p2, and x#FV(N). Obvi- 
ously r$N:p,+p2, and therefore, by (FE), we have r t-$N: CJ. 
Case 1.3: M cfs ix.Mx-N, where ktfM:pl-+p2 and x$FV(M). By (FZ), 
r E;fA~.M~:~, since r k;fM:p,+p2. 
Case 2: (FZ). Suppose M=Ax.Mlx, rt$M1:cr, rE~fM1:p,-+p2, and 
x$FV(M,). 
Case 2.1: M~ix.M,~tt~,~x.N,x~N, where M1tfSsNl. By induction hypo- 
thesis, rk,ZfN,:O and rl-,;Ni:p,+p,, so that rt-,‘fJ_x.Nix:o. 
Case 2.2: M = %x. Mix -‘fs Ml = N. Clear. 
Case 2.3: MC,-,l,y.My=N, where kz M:t,+r, 
rt$$y.My:g, since rl$fM:r,+T,. 
Vf and y$FV(M). By (FZ), 
Case 2.4: MEix.M,~+~,Ax.(~y.M,xy)=N, where y$FV(M,x) and 
ktfM,x : 71 +z2. By Lemma 2.4(iii), this cannot happen. 
The other rules are clear. 0 
Proof of Lemma 3.7. By Lemma 4.2 it is enough to show the present lemma in the 
case M =/N. Suppose r ktflf M :o. Then, by Lemma 2.8, there exists L such that 
r k;L : CT and M -us L. By Lemma 4.4(iii), there exists M’ such that N _HS M’ =/L. 
Therefore, by Lemma 4.5, r t$M’ : CT, and consequently r ttP,rN : CT. 0 
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5. Systems without the b-equality rule 
In this section we examine type assignment systems without (EqB) and their 
semantics proposed by Plotkin [20,21]. First, following [21], we provide basic 
definitions. 
Definition 5.1. A model of&reduction is a triple J&Z = (X, . , [-I(_,), where X=(X, <) is 
a partially ordered set,. is a binary monotone operation on X, [-I(_, is a mapping that 
assigns an element [M14~X to a jti-term M and an environment 4, and the following 
conditions are satisfied: 
(1) 1xllg=W), 
(2) IIM~n4=bm#A~n~~ 
(3) if [TMn~(x:=a,d~Nn~(x:=a) for all a~x, then [;Ix.M]4G[lbx.N]g, 
(4) if 4(x)=$(x) for all XEFV(M), then [M]+=[M]$, 
(5) [I~x.Mn,.ud~MI]~(,:=,). 
In [21], it was proved that the following two are derived without using rule (5): 
(i) [IM[x:=N]ng=IIMlj~,,:=,,, where a=[N]+ 
(ii) if $(x)<$(x) for all XEFV(M), then [Mj4<[Nj+. 
In a model of j&reduction, J-reduction is interpreted as the partial order 6, and the 
following completeness theorem holds. 
Lemma 5.2 (Plotkin [21]). For every pair ofM and N, M-q N ifs A%! [M],dA[NJ4 
for all models A? of b-reduction and environments 4. 
Definition 5.3. A model (of second-order type assignments without (Eqp)) is a triple 
(Jz’, Y-, 9), where &’ = (X, . , l-1 (_,) is a model of a-reduction, 9 = (P, [-I,_,) is a type 
structure, and 9 is a function from P to the set of upper-closed subsets A of X (i.e. if 
UEA and a< b, then bGA), in which the following conditions are satisfied: 
(1) ~~vt.~nE=n{~~IIOnecr:=p,IpEP}, 
(2) 9[o]~+G ~~~nE~~~Ila~znEC~u[TanE~s~~~nE. 
Here, for A, B c X, we define 
A ~,B=(cEX)vuaE.(c~aEB)}, 
A ~,B={[Tnx.MI],Iv’a~A.[[Mn~(,:=,~EB}t, 
where 
for C E X. Note that A +s B is upper-closed if so is B. 
A model (4, Y-, 9) is said to be simple or an F-model when 9 [[0-+tJ6 is 
wdE+wnE or ~bnE+G~bnE~ respectively. Note that 91gjE -+G 
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9 [rl E E 9 [~jj E js 9 [rJ E is not generally satisfied. Therefore, this condition is neces- 
sary even for simple or F-models. 
In [21] it is proved that TV is complete for all models and that T,+(Simple) is 
complete for simple models. In this paper we examine F-models. It is a natural 
attempt to translate the argument in the previous sections into systems without (Eq&. 
However, this did not succeed. The soundness theorem (Lemma 5.7 below) seems 
unlikely to hold. However, if we restrict models of /3-reduction, then we can obtain 
a completeness result for F-models. 
Definition 5.4. A model & = (X, . ,[-I (_,) of /&reduction is said to be stable when 
G=(uEXI [~x.zx~,++&~} 
is upper-closed; namely, if [Ax. 2x4 ~cz+aj, a < <b, then [I~x.zx],++:=b)<b. A model 
(d,S,9) is said to be stable when JZ is stable. 
The set G is corresponding to F for a R-model. When a ;l-model is regarded as 
a model of p-reduction with trivial order, G coincides with F. The completeness 
theorem, Lemma 5.2, holds even if we restrict models to stable ones. Note that the 
term model defined in [21] is a stable model. A stable model has the following natural 
property. 
Lemma 5.5. In any stable model, A -+G B c G for all subsets A and B of X. 
Proof. Suppose UE A -+ G B. Then there exists b = [Ax.M], such that b < a. For all 
cex, 
(rzxlj~(z:=b)(x:=c)=b.C=(rlZx.Mn~. C~irMn~(,:=,)=~Mn~(~:=b)(x:=c), 
where z$x and z$FV(M). Therefore, [[~~.zxn~(~:=b)~[~x.Mn~(~:=b)= b, so that bEG. 
Since G is upper-closed, we have aEG. 0 
We show that the following system is complete for stable F-models. 
Definition 5.6. We define TVy by adding (FE) to TV. 
Note that TVB does not have (FZ). A i-term M with function type p1+p2 is 
interpreted as an element [Ml, of 9[p11],+G9[PZjE in a stable F-model, and 
therefore, by Lemma 5.5, 11.x. Mxj Q d [Ma 4, where x$FV(M). Since a type is inter- 
preted as an upper-closed subset, M must have all the types of Ax. Mx in any system 
complete for F-models. This is why we need (FE). In /2-models, on the other hand, we 
have [/t,x.Mx],= [Ml&. Therefore, ;Ix.Mx and M have exactly the same types, and 
thus both (FI) and (FE) were needed. 
Lemma 5.7. If r k-vq M : cr, then every stable F-model satisjies r E M : D. 
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Proof. We use induction on the derivation of r k-vg M: CJ. We treat only the case 
where the last step of the derivation is (FE). Let (JY, r-,9) be a stable F-model. 
Suppose [lx.M~J~~g[eo]~, [MJs~~[pl-p2JE, and x+FV(M). By Lemma 5.5, 
[Mlj,eG, so that [Ax.Mx]+G[M]~. Since g[gJE is upper-closed, we have 
[MI@[& 0 
Next we show the basic properties of TQ. 
Lemma 5.8. (i) (Substitution). If l-,x : CT Fv, M : z and I-kygN:CT, then 
I- kvII M [Ix:= N] : z. 
(ii) (Thinning). Zfr,~:pl--~~M:o and x$FV(M), then Tkv,M:a. 
(iii) (Free variables). Zfr Ev, M : CJ, then FV(M) G Sub(T). 
(iv) (Subject reduction). Zf r kvg M: o and M ++p N, then I- Fv, N : CT. 
Proof. These ((i))(iv)) correspond to Lemmas 2.4(i)-(iii) and 2.7 for Tvp The proofs are 
straightforward except for (iv), but the proof of Lemma 2.7 becomes a proof of (iv) with 
trivial modification. q 
Now we prove the completeness theorem of Tvg for stable F-models by a method 
similar to the proof of Theorem 3.9 for Tvpg. 
Definition 5.9. (i) Let C and C be the same as defined in Section 3. We define Ttq in 
a way similar to T~~dehned in Section 3. 
(ii) We define binary relation +ps on A-terms that may contain constants in C by 
the following rules: 
(1) if ET& M:o+T and x$FV(M), then /Ix.Mx-qgM, 
(2) (Ax. M) N ++ps M [x:= N], 
(3) if M --wpg N, then l.x.M-,,Ix.N, 
(4) if Ml +Bs N, and M2++Sg N2, then Ml M2++8s N1 N,, 
(5) M-,,M> 
(6) if L -wBs M and M ++Bs N, then L ++Bs N. 
(iii) We define ++g by the same rules as that for ++Bs except that (2) is omitted 
for -Hi. 
(iv) We define M =ps N iff M -++Bs N and N ++Bs M. 
Note that -+9 is coincident with the transitive closure of _‘s, which follows from the 
facts that tG,.M: o+z is equivalent to k-c4 M: CT-U. However, we do not need this 
result. The following examples show the difference between =Bf and =Bs: 
Ax.cx =p* c, 
E”X.CX z/j, c, 
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where c: o--+7 is in C. It is unclear whether there are nontrivial M and N (M f N) such 
that M =asN. 
Lemma 5.10. (i) rE,z, M[x, ,..., x,:=cl ,..., c,]:~ ifs r, x,:p, ,..., x,:p,kVqM:o, 
where M is a A-term without constants, x1, . . . , x, are distinct variables that do not occur 
in r, cl, . . . , c, are distinct constants in C, and cl : pl, . . . ,c,: P”EC. 
Therefore, Lemma 5.8 holds even for Ttq. 
(ii) If M -+Q~ N, then L [x:= M] ++ps L Lx:= N] for every l-term L. 
(iii) !f M +ps N, there is a sequence of A-terms MO, . . . . Mz, such that 
MfMo-nyM1~,M,~,...~,M,,_,-*t,M,,-N. 
(iv) If rFcqM:o and M++gN, then rl--ty N:cJ. 
Proof. These ((i)-(iv)) are corresponding to Lemmas 3.3, 3.6, 4.2 and 4.5, and are 
proved similarly. 0 
We can prove the following property as we did with Lemma 4.4: if L -++g M -We N, 
then L ++p M’ +g N for some M’. This implies that X -++ps Y iff X ++B Z --P+~ Y for some 
Z. However. we do not need this fact. 
Lemma 5.11. If rt-Gy M:o and M++,,N, then r t-& N:o. 
Proof. From Lemmas 5lO(iii), 5.1O(iv) and 5.8(iv). 0 
Definition 5.12. We define model A1 =(X;, [Pl(_,) of /?-reduction and type inter- 
pretation 9i over A1 and Y,._,, as follows: 
(1) X = { [MID, 1 M is a A-term that may contain constants in C}, where [MIS, is the 
equivalence class of M with respect to =Bs. Whenever no confusion occurs, we omit 
subscript of [Mla,. 
(2) [M] d [N] iff M ++ss N. 
(3) CM. CNI = CMNI. 
(4) [MJ4=[M[x1 ,..., xII:=N1 ,..., NJ], where FV(M)={xl ,..., x,} and #(Xi)= 
[Nil (1 < i d n). 
(5) 91 Cal = { CM1 I k& M: g$. 
By definition, M’ =Bs M ++ps N =ps N’ implies M’ +a9 N’, and therefore clause (2) is 
well-defined. By definition, if M +ps M’ and N _HP~ N’, then MN _HP~ MN’, and thus 
. is monotone. By Lemma 5.1O(ii), clause (4) is well-defined. 
Lemma 5.13. MI is a stable model of fl-reduction. 
Proof. We check only the condition of stability. The other conditions are easily 
verified. Suppose [ M]EG and [M] < [N]. Let x#FV(M)u FV(N). Then we have 
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ilx.Mx-~M-++~~N. If N=Ax.N1, then Ix.(~x.N,)x+~E,x.N,, and therefore 
[N]EG. Otherwise, there exists L such that ~~.M~-H~~~x.Lx-H~L--)*B~N, x$FV(L), 
and kt9 L: CT+Z. By Lemma 5.11 we have Ecg N : c-t. Therefore, Ax. Nx -Hi N, so 
that [N]eG. This means that G is upper-closed. 0 
Lemma 5.14. (~2’~) Ft,,,, ~3~ ) is an F-model. 
Proof. It is enough to show the following: 
(i) g1 [o] is upper-closed, 
(ii) ~~[V’.a]=n{~~[a[t:=p]]lp is a type}, 
(iii) ~?l[o]-c~~[z]=~l[~~t], 
(iv) % Cfll -b% Czl c % Cal -G% Czl. 
(i) Clear from Lemma 5.11. 
(ii) Similar to Lemma 3.9(i). 
(iii) First note that 
={[~.x.M]/VN.(I-&N: o * k,‘M[x:=N]:z))r. 
Suppose [L]E~?~ [a+~]. Then, Etg L: c-5, so that t-,“, N: o implies Et4 LN: z for 
every N. Therefore, [Ax. Lx] ED~ [a] +cD1 [z], where x$FV( L). Consequently, 
[L]ED~[o] +GD1[~] since Ax.Lx-+~,L. 
Conversely, suppose [ L]ED~ [o] -+G D1 [r]. By definition there exists Ix. M such 
that Ax. M -+Q~ L and that ktg N : CT implies k;, M [ x:= N] : T for every N. We choose 
c : o in C such that c does not occur in M. Then, l-tg M [x:= c] : z since kg9 c : CT. 
Therefore, using Lemma 5.10(i), we obtain x : CT t-t9 M : z, so that Etg %x. M : o+z. By 
Lemma 5.11, k& L: CJ-U and, consequently, [ L]E~~ [a-+~]. 
(iv) Similar to (iii). 0 
Theorem 5.15. r t-,, M : o ifs(ACl, F,,,,,, Dl) satisfies rk M : c. 
Proof. Similar to Theorem 3.10. 0 
Curry’s system without (Eqp) is also sound and complete for F-models [21]. This 
theorem holds without restricting models to stable ones. In the case of polymorphic 
type assignments, we have introduced (FE) to prove the completeness theorem, and 
introduced stable models to prove the soundness of (FE). In Curry’s system, on the 
other hand, (FE) is an admissible rule. Because of this reason the soundness theorem 
for Curry’s system holds for all models. 
We have proved the completeness theorem of TVs in the framework of Section 3. 
However, there is a simpler proof. The proof of Lemma 2.10(i) shows that, if 
rt,,,,M:oand M-_HB,, N, then r k.a, N : 0. On the basis of this property, if we replace 
-Hps bY _HP,, in the definition of (.~%‘~,y~_,, gi), then the resulting model 
(A; 9 ~term, 9;) is a stable F-model that satisfies Theorem 5.15. 
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We notice that ( dl, F,,,,,, , aI ) and (Ai, Ft,,, ,a;) are simple models as well as 
F-models. Furthermore, we can easily prove that Tt, +( q), TV +( FE) = TV, and 
TV + (Simple) are all theorem-equivalent. Therefore, the completeness theorem of 
TV +(simple) for simple models is automatically derived. We can provide another 
proof. Define (hi!‘;‘, F,,,,,, 9;) by using _HP instead of _HB~ in the same way as the 
construction of ( &!I, Fterm, gl). Then, (A%!‘;‘, Ft,,,, 9:) is a simple model, but not an 
F-model. Moreover, (A!;‘, Ft,,,, 9;) satisfies r FM : G if and only if l+M : a is 
derived in TV + (Simple). 
6. Intersection type assignment systems 
In this section we investigate F-semantics of intersection type assignment systems. 
These systems have a number of variations. Some of them have a special type constant 
u that is assignable to any i-terms. All the arguments described in Sections 2 and 3 are 
still valid for the simplest version in which the o-type is disallowed. If we add the rules 
(Eqs), (FI), and (FE) to the system, then the resulting system is complete for 
F-semantics. On the other hand, when the w-type is contained, the situation becomes 
more complicated. We investigate the intersection type system with the o-type. 
Definition 6.1. We define intersection types as follows. 
(1) Every type variable is an intersection type. 
(2) If CJ and r are intersection types, then c A z and CJ-+~ are intersection types. 
(3) w is an intersection type. 
Definition 6.2. We define T, as the intersection type assignment system consisting of 
(Var), (-+I), (-E), and the following four rules: 
(AI) 
I-FM:a 1-FM:z 
TFM:cr/\z 
(AE) 
rkM:crAT rkM:oAT 
rFM:cJ rkM:z 
(a) rt-M:w 
A model for intersection type assignment systems is defined in a way similar to the 
definition for second-order type assignment systems. 
Definition 6.3. We define a type structure by the same definition for second-order 
types except that we treat intersection types in this section. We also define 
F term similarly. A model (of intersection type assignments) is a triple (A, Y, 9), where 
A=(X,.,u-J(P,) is a A-model, Y is a type structure, and 9 is a function, called 
a type interpretation over J%’ and Y, from P to the set of subsets of X such that the 
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It is known that (EqD) is admissible in T, (see [6]). Namely, if r I,, M : CJ and 
M =B N, then r bA N : r~. We can easily prove that T, is complete for all models. For 
simple models, Barendregt et al. [4] introduced a variant of intersection type assign- 
ment system that satisfies the completeness theorem. This system is theorem-equiva- 
lent to T, +(Simple). The system complete for F-models is more complicated. 
It is a natural attempt to translate the discussions for Tsar into T, If we try to do 
so, then we may observe that (FZ) and (FE) are not strong enough to state the 
structure of F-models when rule (0) is allowed. For example, all F-models satisfy 
z:t A (w-to-KO)~1”xy.zxy:t, 
but this typing cannot be derived in T, B/= T, +(EqB)+(FZ)+(FE). As a conse- 
quence, T,,pf is not complete for F-models. Check the proof of the completeness 
theorem for Tvks. Then we see that the free variables lemma (Lemma 2.4(iii)) 
is essential to the proof. In T,,,,, however, this lemma is not valid, since TApf has 
rule (0). 
We look for new rules that make T, complete for F-models. Let (A, 9,23) be an 
F-model. Suppose [M]4E9[[p1pp21]E for every 4. Then, since 9[p1+p2j8 G F, we 
have [[Ml,,+= [%x.Mx],, where x$FV(M). This equation is satisfied for every 4, so 
that [1*x1 ...x,.M]4=[Axl...x.x.Mx]4 for any sequence of variables x1 ,..., x,. 
Therefore, if M has a function type, then 3.x, . ..x.. M and Ax, . ..x.x. Mx must have 
exactly the same types in any system complete for F-models. This suggests the 
following definition. 
Definition 6.4. We define Tnh as the system obtained by adding the following two 
rules to T, : 
(SFU 
rEE,xl...x,.M:cr l-t-M:p,+p, 
r I- Ax l...~,~.Mx:o 
provided x$FV(M) and (x1, . . ..x.}nSub(I’)=@ 
(SFE) 
Tkix, . . . x,x.Mx:g l-EM:p,+p, 
rkh, . ..x..M:a 
provided x$FV(M) and {xi, . . ..x.}nSub(T)=@. 
Moreover, we add ( EqB) to T, ,, and define T, bh. 
Note that (Eqp) is admissible in T, , while it is not so in T,,,,. For example, 
x: t A (s-s) t--,hlly.xy: t, but x: t A (s-s)+Ay.(Az.zy)x: t cannot be derived in TA,,. 
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We should note that (SFZ) and (SFE) are sound not only for F-models of 
intersection type assignments but also for those of second-order type assignments. 
However, (PI) and (SFE) are admissible in TVas. In the proof, we might use Lemma 
2.4( iii), which is not valid in T,, h because T, ,, has the (o)-rule. Therefore, we did not 
need (SFI) or (SFE) for TVs/. 
Now we prove that T,,, is complete for F-models. The proof is carried out in the 
same way as the proof of the completeness theorem for TVps. 
Lemma 6.5 (Soundness). 1f r k-, Bh M: 0, then every F-model satisfies I-I-M : 0. 
Proof. The proof is straightforward by induction on the derivation of 
rkAp,M:a. q 
Lemma 6.6. (i) (Substitution). Zf r, x : o F, h M : t and r k-,,, N : 0, then 
rk,,,M[x:=N]:t. 
(ii) (Thinning). Ifr,x:pk,,M:o and x$FV(M), then rk,,,M:a. 
(iii) (Subject reduction). Zf r k, ,, M : d and M-q N, then r k-, h N : c. 
(iv) If i- hph M : 0, then there exists N such that r k,, h N : u and M +p N. 
(v) (Thinning for T,,,). Ifr,~:pk,~,,M:a and x$FV(M), then rt--,,,M:a. 
Proof. They are similar to Lemmas 2.4(i), 2.4(ii), 2.7,2.8 and 2.9, respectively, and can 
be proved similarly. We provide the proof of (iii) only. 
It is enough to show (iii) in the case M +[ N. The proof is carried out by induction 
on the length of derivation of r k,, h M : c. We distinguish cases according to the rule 
applied at the last step of the derivation. 
Case 1: (+I). It is similar to case 1 in the proof of Lemma 2.7. 
Case 2: (+E). Suppose M=M1M2, rl-,hM1:ol-+o, and rEAhM2:01. 
Case 2.1: M-MlMz+1N1N2=N, where M, +I N, and M, -+ N2. Clear from 
induction hypothesis. 
Case2.2: M-(~~.M~)M~~~N~[x:=N~l~N,whereM,-3.~.M,,M,j,N,,and 
M2 +l Nz. There are four cases according to the last applied rule other than ( A I) or 
( AE) in the derivation of rE,,,;lx.M3:01+c. 
Case 2.2.1: 
. . . . . . by(r\I)or(AE) 
By induction hypothesis, r, x: c1 kAh N3: o and r kAh Nz: ol, so that, by (i), 
rk,hN3[x:=N2]:c. 
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C&e 2.2.2: M3=E,xz...x,.M4x,,, n31, x=x1, x,,#FV(M,), {xi,...,x.-1}n 
Sub(T)=& and 
Z-~/IX~...X,_~.M~:~~-VJ rFM4:P1-+P2 
Tt-AXI... x,.M~x,:~~-w 
. . . . . . . . by ( A I) or ( A E) 
~l-,L~~...x,,.M~x,:~~-+cs rEMz:CTl 
rk(l”X, . . . x,. M4x,)M2 : CT 
We construct: 
TEAX, . . . x,_~.M~:~~+o l-FM2:o, 
f~(~x,... x,_~.M~)M~:~J 
This derivation is strictly shorter than the original one, and therefore we can 
apply the induction hypothesis. We can assume {xi, . . . , x, _ 1 } n FV( NJ = 8 
since {x1, . . . . x, _ 1} n Sub( r) = 8. Assume also x,$FV( N2). We distinguish two 
more cases. 
(1) M3~~~2...~,.M4~,-+,~~~2...~,.N4~,~N3, where M4+,N4. Since 
(Ax, . . . x,_~.M,)M, -Inx2...x,-,.N,[x,:=N,], 
by induction hypothesis we have r E,, h jtix2.. . x, _ 1. N4 [ x1 := N2] : CT. Similarly, ap- 
plying the induction hypothesis to rt-,,,,M4:p1-+p2, we obtain rl-,,hN4:p1+p~. 
Since r,x1:~k,,,N4:p1-+p2 and rE,,,, N2:~, by (i) we have rE,,,,N4[x1:=N2]: 
p1+p2. Therefore, using (SFZ), we have ~l-,,h~~2...~,.N4[~I:=Nz]x,:a. 
(2) M3rA~2...~,.(Jly.M5)~,+IA~2 . ..x..N5=N3, where M4=Ay.M5 and 
M=,[y:=x,,] +[N,. Since 
(Ax1 . . . x,_~.(~.~.M,))M~+~~~x~...x,_~x,.N~[x~:=N~], 
by induction hypothesis we have r E,, h 2x2.. x,. N5 [xi := N2] : CT. 
Case 2.2.3: y$FV(j_x.M3) and 
. . . . . . . . . by(/\I)or(/\E) 
Tti~.M~:c~~+a l-!-MM2:f11 
rt-(1bx.M3)M2:e 
It is similar to case 2.2.3 in the proof of Lemma 2.7. 
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Case 2.2.4: M3 = 2x2 . . . x,.M,,n31, x-~I,Y$FV(M~), 
and 
Tt--/lx l...~,y.M4y:~1-+a ~~W:PI-+PZ 
~~~~x~...x,.M~:~~-w 
. . . . . . by(r\I)or(r\E) 
{Xl, . ..>x. }nSub(T)=@, 
We construct the following derivation strictly shorter than the original one: 
l- t- Ax l...x,y.M4y:~l+o rt-M2:g1 
TE(Ax, . . . x,y.M,~)Mz:a 
We can assume {xi, . . . ,x,, y}nFV(N,)=@ Suppose 
M=(Axl . . . x,,.M~)M~+~Ax~...x,,.N~[x~:=N~]=N, 
where M4+,N4. Since (~~~...x,y.M~y)M~+~~x~...x,y.N,[x,:=N~]y, by induc- 
tion hypothesis we have r t-, h 2x2.. . x, y . N4 [ x 1 := N, ] y : CJ. By the same argument in 
case (1) of case 2.2.2, we have r t-,,,, N4[x1 := N2] : p1 -+p2. Therefore, by (WE), 
i-kAhix2... x,.N4[x1:=N2]:c. 
Case3:(SFI). SupposeM-~x,...x,y.M,y,r~,,~xl...x,.M1:a,rI-,hM,:p,jp,, 
y$FV(M,), and {~~,...x,}nSub(T)=@ 
Case 3.1: Ix l...x,y.M,y+,~~x,... x,y. N, y- N, where Ml -+ N1. It is clear from 
induction hypothesis. 
Case 3.2: M = Ax 1. ..x,y.(Az. M,)y +1 lx, . . . x,y.N,[z:=y]-N, where Ml=Az.M2 
and M2 -9 N2. Since ix, .,. x,. Ml --Q N, by induction hypothesis we have r k,, ,, N : c. 
The other rules are clear. 0 
Definition 6.7. (i) We define C and C in the same way as used in Section 3 and also 
define TZ,,, and T”,,, similarly. 
(ii) We define binary relations =Bh, --+,,, th, and =h by the same rules of =Of, +I, 
cI, and =f, respectively, except that we use Ttp, and Tth instead of TcPf and T$f. 
Lemma6.8. (i) rl-tBhM[xl ,..., x,:=cl ,..., c,]:oifSr,xl:pl ,..., x,:pnEhBhM:c, 
where M is a A-term without constants, x1, . . . ,x, are distinct variables that do not occur 
inr, cl, . . . , c, are distinct constants in C, and cl : pl, . . , c, : P,,EC. For Thh, it is similar. 
Therefore, Lemma 6.6 holds even for T: Bh and Tf, h. 
(ii) If M =ph N, then L[x:= M] =Bh L[x:= N] for every l-term L. 
(iii) If M =lih N, then there is a sequence of A-terms MO, . . . , M2,, such that 
M-MO =h Ml =B M2 =,, ... =h M2n-1 =B Man-N. 
Proof. They are similar to Lemmas 3.3, 3.6 and 4.2. 0 
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Lemma 6.9. (i) IfM -+hM’ and N +h N’, then M[x:= N] +,,M’[x:= N’]. 
(ii) If L -Q, M -+l N, then L --Q M’ +h N for some M’. 
(iii) If L ch M -+1 N, then L -+ M’ +h N for some M’. 
(iv) If L =h M -p N, then L +Q M’ =,, N for some M’. 
Proof. (i) We use induction on the definition of M +h M’. 
Case 1: M z M’. By induction on the structure of M, we can easily prove that 
M[x:=N] -+,,M[x:=N’]. 
Case 2: Mz3.y.Mly+,,M’, where k-t,, MI:a-+t, y$FV(M,), and M1+,,M’. 
Assume y$FV(N). By induction hypothesis, M,[x:=N] +hM’[x:=N’]. Since 
r, x : w t--“, h Ml : u-5 and r E”, h N : co, by Lemma 6.6(i) (with Lemma 6.8(i)) we have 
rl-~hM1[x:=N]:o+~. Therefore, M[x:=N]~%~.M~[x:=N]~-+~M’[X:=N]. 
The other cases are clear. 
(ii)-( The proofs for (ii), (iii) and (iv) are exactly the same as those for Lemma 
4.4(i), 4.4(ii) and 4.4(iii), respectively. 0 
Lemma 6.10. Zf rl-t,M:o and M =hN, then rt-thN:o. 
Proof. The proof is similar to the one for Lemma 4.5. We define +hs, +hs, and +Q_ as 
the same as +fs, tfs, and ++Ss, respectively, except that we use Tth instead of Tcf. 
We prove the lemma in the case M +-Q,~ N by induction on the derivation of 
r k-‘, h M : CT. We distinguish cases according to the rule applied at the last step of the 
derivation. 
Case 1: (+I). Similar to case 1 in the proof of Lemma 4.5, 
Case 2: (SFI). Suppose MEAxI . . . X,,X.iqX, r~:,,iXl...X,,.Ml:~, rk:,,Ml: 
pl+pz, x$FV(M,), and {~~,...,x,}nSub(T)=@ 
Case 2.1: hh-+/,s?~X1 . ..x,x. N,.xE N, where Ml ++hs N1. Clear from induction 
hypothesis. 
Case 2.2: M --+hs Ax, . . . x, . Ml 5 N. Clear. 
Case 2.3: M +-hsAX1 . ..xky.(ixk+I . ..x.x.M,x)y-N,whereOGkdn, kth%xk+l . . . 
X,X.M1X:T1+~2, and y~FV(~“Xk+,...X,X.M,X). By (SFI), rk$&v:o. 
Case 2.4: M C~~IZ~~...X,X~.M~X~~N, where k~,M,x:z,-+r, and y$FV(M1x). 
By (SFI), rk:hN:a. 
CaSC? 3: (SFE). &IppOSe ibfE~X1,..X,.M1, r~~,,iX1...X,,X.kflX:O, rk:,,M1: 
p1-sp2, x$FV(M,), and {xi, . . . ,x,}nSub(T)=@. 
Case 3.1: h’f++hsiX1 .,. x, Ni z N, where Ml tf hS N1. Clear from induction 
hypothesis. 
Case 3.2: M +hs ix, . . . x,-i.Mz=N,wheren>l, M1-M2xn, kthM2:Z1-+t2,and 
x,$FV(M,). By (SFE), l-t-“,,, N:a. 
Case 3.3: M +hS‘?xl . ..x~Y.(~x~+~ . ..x..M,)yzN, where O<kdn, l-t,, Ax~+~ . 
x,.M~:~~+~~, and y$FV(;lxk+r . ..x..M,). By (SFI), rE:,, N:a. 
The other rules are similar. 0 
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Lemma 6.11. Zfr ktp,, M:o and M =phN, then r~Z,g,,N:a. 
Proof. Similar to Lemma 3.7. 0 
We define a model corresponding to ( A%‘~, Fterm, go) for Tvps, and prove the 
completeness theorem. 
Definition 6.12. We define A-model A2 =(X,. , [[-I(_,) and type interpretation gZ 
over 5,,,m and AZ as follows: 
(1) x={CMlphl~ is a A-term that may contain constants in C}, where [A41sr, is 
the equivalence class of M with respect to =ph. Whenever no confusion occurs, we 
omit subscript of [kf]@. 
(2) CM. CNI = CMNI. 
(3) [M],=[M[x, ,..., xn:=N1 ,..., NJ], where {xi ,... x,}=FV(M)and 4(Xi)= 
[Nil (1 <i<n). 
Lemma 6.13. (Mz, F,,,,,, &) is an F-model. 
Proof. It is similar to Lemma 3.8 that AZ is a I-model. In order to show that $ 
satisfies the conditions for F-models, it is enough to prove the following: 
(i) &Cd A tl=%Caln%C~l, 
(ii) &[~+r]=&[fr] -+&[r]. 
The former condition is clear from definition and the latter is similar to Lemma 
3.9(ii). 0 
Theorem 6.14. r F ,, Bh M : o if ( AZ, F,,,,,, &) satisfies r k M : c. 
Proof. Similar to Theorem 3.10. 0 
The u-type is not peculiar to intersection type assignment systems. We can define 
a second-order type assignment system with the o-type as well. Let TV, be the system 
obtained from TV by allowing o as a type and by adding rule (u). Then, all the 
lemmas and theorems described in this section hold for TV, +(SFZ)+( SFE) and 
T,,+(SFI)+(SFE)+(Eq,). 
Finally, we briefly survey the main results presented by Dezani-Ciancaglini and 
Margaria [lo] and explain the relation of our results to them. Let X be a set of pairs 
(a, r) of intersection types, and define binary relation < on intersection types by the 
following rules: 
(0) 0 < 5 for every (c, 5) in X, 
(1) a<w, 
(2) 0-w <w+o, 
(3) o<a A 0, 
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(4) 0 A r<a, 0 A rdr, 
(5) (p-a) A (Pr)<p-(0 A r), 
(6) if ada’ and z<z’, then 0 A z<(T’ A z’, 
(7) if ado’ and r<~‘, then B’+z<~+z‘, 
(8) a<o, 
(9) if pda and adz, then pdz. 
Given X, we define rule 
and T ,,Gx=(Var)+(-+I)+(-+E)+( A I)+(o)+( d).Thefollowingrulewasproposed 
by Hindley (see [lo]): 
(HR) 
TkM:t TkM:u”+w 
rt-y]“(M): t 
where t is a type variable. Here $‘(M) and cY are defined for n 3 0 as follows: 
gn(M)=/lxl...x,.Mx,...x,, 
On+WEO+ ..’ +w, 
(n+ 1) Les 
where xi,... ,x, are distinct variables not free in M. 
In [lo] it was shown that T, 4x is complete for F-semantics iff (Eqp) and (HR) are 
admissible in T,, 4x, which was proved by using filter A-models introduced in [4]. 
Moreover, there are some examples of X that makes (Eq,J and (HR) admissible. 
However, when X = 8, (HR) is not admissible in T,, 4x, and (Eq,J is not admissible in 
T /r <x+(HR). 
When X =@, we write T, c instead of T, cx. We show that T, $, T, 4 +(HR), and 
T,, G +( HR)+(Eqp), which are denoted tf, ä S, and tHfS in [lo], are theorem- 
equivalent to T,, + (FE), T, + (FE) + (HR), and T, + (FE) + (HR) + (EqP), respect- 
ively. Furthermore, T, ph is theorem-equivalent to T, + (FE) + (HR) + (Eqs). When 
two type assignment systems TX and T, are theorem-equivalent, we write T,g T,. 
Proposition 6.15. (i) T, G z T, +(FE). 
(ii) T,, +(HR)z T, +(FE)+(HR). 
(iii) T,, +(HR)+(Eqp)=TT, +(FE)+(HR)+(Eqs). 
Proof. (i) First we prove that every typing derived in T, G is also derived in T, + (FE). 
It is enough to show that, if TkM:a in T,+(FE) and a<r, then TkM:t in 
T,, +(FE). The proof is straightforward by induction on the definition of ad r. 
Conversely we prove that every typing derived in T, + (FE) is also derived in T, <. 
It is enough to show that, if r t--, G Ax. Mx : 0, r kA s M : p1 +p2, and x$FV( M), then 
r t, <M : a. We use induction on the derivation of r E,, <Ax. Mx : a. The rule applied 
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at the last step of the derivation must be either (+I), ( A I), ( < ) or (co). We treat only 
the case (+I). The other cases are clear. Suppose c = rrl +g2 and r, x : CJ~ t-, G Mx : cr2. 
If W<Oz, then P~~P~~~~~w~o~w~<~~o~~ and, therefore, rk,,,M:a by 
(<). Supposem$0,. Ingeneral, ifdk,,,Li&:P andw$p, thendk,,,L,:p’+p 
and Al-,,, L2 : p’ for some p’. This is easily proved by induction on the derivation of 
A F,, Q L1L2: p. Therefore, there exists o3 such that r, x: o1 k,, G M: g3-+02 and 
r,x:a,~,,~:a~.Sincex~FV(M),wehavert-,,M:a,~o~.BydefinitionofT,., 
obviously g1 d c3, and therefore 03+~2 d u1+02 -CT. Consequently, we have 
l-t,, M:cr. 
(ii) Similar to (i). 
(iii) Suppose r t- M : CJ is derived in T, G + (HR) + (EqB). Then there exists N such 
that rE N : CJ is derived in T, Q +(HR) and M =B N, which is easily proved by 
induction on the derivation. Therefore, by (ii), l-EN : CT is derived in 
T,, +(FE)+(HR), so that TFM:o is derived in T+(PE)+(HR)+(Eqs). 
The converse is proved similarly. 0 
Lemma 6.16. Let T,,,,=T, +(FE)+(HR)+(Eqa). 
(i) 1.r t,,, M:o and l’FfiSH M : con-w, then r t, PH u]“(M) : g. 
(ii) Zfrt-,PHyn(M):c and rF,BHM:o”+w, then rl-hPHM:cr. 
Proof. (i) We use induction on the structure of cr. We treat only the case cr=ol -+c2. 
The other cases are clear. Suppose r khPH M : cl +D~, r F,aH M : o”-+w, and n 3 1. 
Let x$FV(M)uSub(T). Then, r,x:a, F,PHMx:a2 and T,x:al t--,PHMx:o”-l+o. 
By induction hypothesis, r, x : alFh pH q n-1(Mx):a2, so that rk,p,;lx.rf-l(Mx): 
c1+c2. Here, i~.#-~(Mx)-q”(M). 
(ii) We use induction on the structure of O. We treat only the case ~=~i+cr~. 
Suppose rt,,BHf(M):a,+a2, rt-,,, M:w”-m, and n>l. Let x+FV(M)uSub(T). 
Then, T,x:al F,,aHg”(M)x:a2 and T,x:ai F,pHMx:w”-l+w. Since y”(M)x =p 
vf-‘(Mx), we have T,x:oi I-,,,,~“-’ (Mx) : c2. By induction hypothesis, r, x : 
o1 k--,pHMx:a2, so that rF,BH~~~.Mx:al-wz. Therefore, by (FE), rF,,,M: 
~1-+~2. 0 
Proposition 6.17. T, Bh z TA,m(= T, +(FE)+(HR)+(W). 
Proof. First we show that r kA PH M : o implies r E,, ph M : CT. For this, it is enough to 
show that (SFI) and (WE) are admissible in T,,,. Suppose r k,, PH M : pl +p2, 
(xl, . . ..x.}nSub(T)=& and x$FV(M). Then, since rtAPHAx.Mx:o+o, we have 
rkBH M:o+o and therefore rt,PH;lxl...~,.M:o”‘l~w. By Lemma 6.16, 
r+ ^pHYjn+l(AX1 . . . x,.M):a iff rt-APH %xl...x,.M:o. Here, yntl(,lxl...x,.M) =B 
ix 1 . ..x.x. Mx. Consequently, (SFI) and (SFE) are admissible in T,,,,. 
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Next we prove the converse. It is enough to show that (HR) is admissible in TAB,,, 
which follows from the following: 
rFynm’(M):a I’~Mx~...x,_~:o+w 
Tl-$(M):cJ 
0 
Note that T, h is not theorem-equivalent to T, + (FE) + (HR) 2 T, c + (HR). For 
example, 
u:(c02+0) A tl-%xy.(/Zz.uxz)y:t 
is derived in T,,,, but not so in T, +(FE)+(HR). 
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Appendix: Coherent models 
We comment on the definition of models of type assignment systems. The definition 
described in Section 1 might seem to be more complicated than necessary. Another 
more natural definition is introduced. We call a model by the new definition a con- 
crete model in order to distinguish it from a model by the original definition provided 
in Section 1. 
Definition A.l. Let _&‘=(X;,[--I,_,) b e a A-model. A concrete type interpretation 
over .&’ is a pair 9 = (P, -+), where P is a nonempty set whose elements are subsets of 
X, and -+ is a binary function on P such that 
A+BEA+BEA-+B 
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for every pair of A, BEP. For a type c and a function E, called type environment, from 
the set of type variables to P, we define ?B[o~~ E X as follows: 
(1) g[tnE=&(t)> 
(4 ~ir~l~~2llE=~~~llj~~~~~~n~, 
(3) 91V4e= n ~9blnE~t:= AJ 1 A4. 
Furthermore, we postulate the condition that 9[ajE~P for every o and E. 
A concrete model (of second-order type assignments) is a pair (A&‘, 9) of a i-model 
M and a concrete type interpretation 9 over J&!. 
We examine the relationship between concrete models and models by the original 
definition. 
Definition A.2. A model (4, Y-, 9) by the original definition is said to be coherent 
when it satisfies the condition: 9[crnect:= PJ=9[~jE(f:=4j if 93(p)=9(q). 
Proposition A.3. Every simple or F-model is coherent. 
Proof. The proof is straightforward by induction on the structure of O. !J 
To understand the significance of coherent models, we show an example of a model 
that is not coherent. Let C and Z be the same as defined in Section 3. We define type 
interpretation ~2~ over the term A-model ~2’~ with respect to =B and rt,,, as follows: 
where [M] is the equivalence class of M with respect to =p. Then, 2J3 is a type 
interpretation that is not coherent. In order to show this, it is enough to construct 
types co, CQ,, and /Q, such that 
For example, let CJ~ --u-+u, ao-b’sVtt., and p,=VtVs.r. Then, k-{BM:~o and 
Efp M : Do are equivalent, and therefore, & [cc01 = & [PO]. However, ktp M : CL~-+CI~ 
and kfD M : PO -PO are not generally equivalent. Indeed, if C contains c : c(o+cxo, then 
k& c:cIo+t(o, but not t-~a~:/?o+j?o. Therefore, ~~iIdOIj,(,:=[,,l)=~~[C(O~CLO]# 
wo-~o~ =~3b0ne~u:=IBol~. 
We show that a coherent model is essentially the same as a concrete model. 
Proposition A.4 Given a coherent model (A!, Y, a), define 6=( Q, -) as follows: 
(1) Q={WP)IP~PI> 
(2) ~(P)~~(q)=~~s~tR,,,,,:=,,,,, 
where g=(P, [-jC_,). Note that -+ is well-defined by the condition of coherence. Then, 
53 is a concrete type interpretation over A. 
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Furthermore, for each type environment E for 4, define the type environment E*for Y as 
follows: for each type variable t, choose PEP such that e(t)=g(p), and define El(t)=p. 
Then, &[G]~=~[o]~ for every pair of o and E. 
Proof. By induction on the structure of rr we show that &“[[ajE = $9 [ojE. From this it 
follows that @ satisfies the condition $[o]~EQ. 
Case 1: o=t. 
~“[ltnE=&(t)=~(~(t))=~~tn~. 
Case 2: (TE~~+G~. Let p=[a,], and q=[ro,],. Then, by induction hypothesis, 
9(p)=9[gIJE and 9(q)=9[a2j8. Therefore we calculate: 
G[a1+a2ne =&~01jC+~~02~E 
=9(p)+S(q) 
=NIs-ttad~s,f.=p.q~ 
=9[C71-‘021je. 
Note that the last equation is derived from condition (3) in the definition of type 
structure. 
Case 3: o=Vt.al. 
~'[Vt.aln,=n(arr~lnE(t.=~~p))~~E~} 
=GWlnP~t:=p~lp~~) 
=9pkolje. 0 
The following proposition is the converse of Proposition A.4. 
Proposition AS. Given a concrete model (&,9), dejine F = (P, [ -](_,) and 9 as 
follows: 
(1) P = Q, where 9 = (Q, -), 
(2) bnE=mne, 
(3) @(p)=p. 
Then, (A,f,&) is a coherent model, and @[ojE=5B[c-rjE for every pair of o and E. 
Proof. Straightforward. 17 
By Propositions A.3-AS, two definitions of models are the same in the case of 
simple or F-models. In the general case, however, there is a significant difference. The 
system TVs is complete for models, but not complete for concrete models as shown 
below. The completeness theorem of TVs for models is proved by using (MS, Y,,,,, g3) 
defined previously. Obviously, SJ is a type interpretation over A3 and Y,,,,. 
Moreover r EVag M: c is equivalent to the condition that (AZ, Fterrn,&) satisfies 
r I- M : G. This is proved by the same way as the proof of Theorem 3.10 described in 
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Section 3 except that we use =B instead of =81 here. On the other hand we show that 
TVs is not complete for concrete models. Every concrete model (A&‘, 9) satisfies 
x:(VsVt.o)~z~x:(V’Vs.a)-t~ since ~~VsVt.an,=~~VtV~.~n~. However, this 
typing is not derived in TVB. Consequently, Tao is not complete. This is why we 
adopted the definition for models described in Section 1. 
The above discussion suggests that we may modify Tap so that VsV t.o and V tVs.o 
are identified. Then the resulting system may satisfy the completeness theorem. For 
further details, see [21]. 
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